Xtra®
Your body produces 300 billion new
cells every day and you can make
them better! Univera Xtra’s exclusive
formula of 20 natural ingredients
provides powerful cell renewal and
helps protect your DNA.

Why You? Why Univera?
Alert – Mentally Clear – Relaxed – Active. We know everyone
wants these things to Live Young each day of their life. We also
believe everyone can have all these and more - and Xtra is the
perfect vehicle.
Xtra contains bioenergetics to optimize cellular energy
production, and antioxidant protection to positively impact
overall brain function and sharpness.* Talk about working from
the inside!
* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Xtra gives me
clean, sustainable
energy throughout
the day!
- Susan, Independent Associate,
Portland, OR
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Xtra®
“I love Xtra - it changed my life! It took me
from having no energy in the morning and
struggling to get out of bed to having my
energy back and being able to do all the
fun things I love to do!”
- Jan, Independent Associate, Lake Oswego, OR

Xtra reduces the rate of DNA damage in as few as 14 Days!*
Fuel your cells with REAL energy for supporting:
• Youthful vitality*

• Mental clarity and focus*

• Stress relief*

• Joint comfort and flexibility*

Formulated with key efficacious ingredients to support your health:
• Rhodiola to help manage stress and improve mental focus*
• OKG (Ornithine alpha-ketoglutarate) for cellular energy support*
• Protectin™, our proprietary formula to support joint comfort, mobility, and range of motion*
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100300

Xtra

30 oz. bottle

$59.11

$53.74

100305

Xtra RTD MINIs

20 - 3.3 oz bottles

$72.01

$65.56

100309

Xtra Concentrate Packets 30 - 1 fl oz. packets

$88.14

$79.54

Live Young
with the
Perfect
Combo!
Xtra is half of the Univera’s
powerful Perfect Combo.
Paired up with our premier
Aloe Select®, the Perfect
Combo is your choice for
optimal health and energy,
every day!

* These statements have not been
evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration. This product is not
intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or
prevent any disease.

“I investigated the science of
regenerative nutrition because Xtra
worked so well for me. Today I
know that creating a thriving
metabolism is the cornerstone of
empowering my body to grow
stronger and younger and more
capable every day.”
- Dr. Tom Acklin, Independent Associate,
Arlington, VA
(01.19)

